We propose that a strongly interacting particle is a finite region of space to which are confined to the bag, only color-singlet solutions exist. In addition to establishing these general properties, we present complete classical and quantum solutions for free scalars and also for free fermions inside a bag of one space and one time dimension. Both systems have linear mass-squared spectra. We demonstrate Poincare invariance at the classical level in any dimension and at the quantum level for the above-mentioned explicit solutions in two dimensions. We discuss the behavior of specific solutions in one and three space dimensions. We also discuss in detail the problem of fermlon boundary conditions, which follow only indirectly from the variational principle.
I. INTRODUCTION In this paper we shall propose a new model for the structure of hadrons. It is a model which will be formulated in exact, quantitative language. However, it is conceptually simple and, consequently, we shall see immediately that it possesses many features which are in accord with the present understanding of hadron structure.
%'e assume that a region of space which is capable of containing hadronic fields has a constant, positive potential energy, B, per unit volume. B will be the only parameter of the theory, at least at the start. B will be of the order 1 GeV/(fm)', and the chaxacteristic linear dimension of a hadron will be scaled by (I/B)'~'. For short, we will call a region of space which contains hadron fields a "bag. "
Because the action associated with B is proportional to the volume of the space-time hypertube swept out by it, the model is relativistically invariant. As an example, the simplest such system is described classically by the action R where the spatial region of integration extends over a closed, finite part of space (the bag). In (1.1), p is the prototype of a hadromc fieM, that is, the field for partons or hadron constituents.
To obtain the equations of motion and associated boundary conditions, we require 5' to be stationary with respect to variations 5p of p which are arbitrary inside of and on the surface of the bag.
We also require 5' to be stationary with respect In Sec. III we discuss these in detail.
We emphasize that (1.1) is just a prototype of our model. The hadron constituent fields which are confined in the bag can carry any spin or quantum number. In this paper we generally shall assume that the fields confined in a bag are "massless, " that is, we shall take the free Lagrangian for the fields to be the part which consists of the derivative terms. Thus, the only dimensional parameter will be B.
In this class of models the fields contained in a bag need have no interaction terms in the Lagrangian. Therefore, our model is capable of realizing in a covariant context the free-parton substructure for hadrons. Indeed, this feature was instrumental in suggesting the model. It is intuitively clear that a short-distance probe (q' » MB) when scattering from a constituent quantum in the bag will scatter from a free pointlike particle far from the walls, and hence Bjorken scaling of the scattering amplitude should result. Up to this point we have only a model of a single hadron, albeit, in all of its possible states. In order to have a theory of strong interactions we must provide for a local coupling among hadrons. We may visualize this interaction to be one which allows a bag to fission or different bags to coalesce. This may be described classically in a local, causal way, if we couple two bags to form Q=I3+g Y+ 3C, (1.3) where I, and I'belong to the ordinary SU(3) and C belongs to the colored SU(3). The quarks have ord1nary Fermi stat1stles. We construct the model so C =0 for all physical hadrons. In this way all physical states will belong to zero-triality ordinary SU(3) representations.
To achieve this we allow the current qy" Cq to be coupled to a massless Abelian gauge field (gluon) with a small coupling constant. This will weakly break color symmetry and give small radiative corrections to the parton structure. W'e assume that the gluon field is hadronic, that is, it is confined in the bag with the colored quark fields. This will prevent the appearance of hadron states with C a 0. In Sec. VI we show that solutions of the dynamical equations exist only if C = -0. This is consistent with our fission interaction, for if a bag with C=0 a single bag (or allow a single bag to become two) at points on their respective surfaces. We then integrate over the point. To obtain the quantum amplitude we would then (for example) further "sum over histories. " Clearly, the constant B must be universal among bags for this interaction to make sense. It is needless to say that the calculation of this amplitude would be a formidable task. %'e make no apologies for this. The Although we have suggested that the fields in a bag should be free in first approximation, at the next level we shall propose that they be coupled weakly. %e shall argue that such a weak coupling can account for the observed quantum numbers of the hadrons. The coupling should be weak enough so that the parton currents will show only small deviation from sealing by means of radiative corrections. We propose that the hadronie fieMs contained in the bag are "colored" quarks and gluons. '
The simplest model, which will have the correct quantum numbers for physical hadrons and approximately conserved color symmetry, is the HanNambu model with the integer-charge rule for the colored quarks, begins to fission ( Fig. 1) by means of our assumed hadronic interaction into two bags, mith C and -C, the bags will be connected with total flux lines C since the flux is confined in the bag. If me imagine, classically, that the tmo bags are connected by a neck of area A and length R, the gluon field energy in the neck will be proportional to (C/A)'AR = (C'R/A). This neck energy diverges if the bags try to recede from each other (R -~) or if the bags fission (A-O) , that iS, the flux lines cannot be broken by the strong interaction. The gluon coupling constant need not be large to achieve this. Thus, the massless gluon field confined in the bag alloms for an intuitively simple, classiea1 may of understanding mhy C = 0 for all physical hadrons. ' An alternative scheme with color an exact symmetry (and, and confined to a volume V. The boundary conditions on the fields ensure that they vanish outside V. Since we assume the fields confined in the bag to be quasifree and massless, it is natural to approximate their properties by those of a confined relativistic gas of massless particles. The quantum excitations of the fields, the "partons, " correspond to the particles of the gas. As the basis of (1.1) the total energy of the gas is given by where E, is the internal energy of the gas ("radiation energy") and B is the constant defined in (1.1). 
(2.7)
One then assumes that the walls have the effect of allowing interchange of energy between the gas (E") and the volume (BV The viri. als will be bounded only when the particle is at rest (i.e. , when p =0); hence E refers to the rest mass.
With the Diriehlet boundary condition and the equation of motion, 
The total energy of the bag is given by [see (3.13a) though this can be read off from (1.1)]
(our metric is -g00 g" = 1), where B is the bag constant, that is, the energy density associated with the volume g to which the fields are confined. 
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Then define
where g& is the unit timelike vector:
To show the constancy of the corresponding charges consider the integral of the divergence of a conserved current over the "world hypertube" of the bag: 0= d"~s "g" (where s"g =0) .
( 3.11) and X"=-T 0. It is easy to verify that n"T~& =0 (j= , O. . . , n -2) and n"n" =1. To establish a convention we choose m" to be the interior normal to the spatial surface.
With this geometric preliminary in mind we de- 
Since the primary function of the boundary conditions is to guarantee the conservation of the Poincare generators, we may ask whether there exists an alternative set of boundary conditions, other than (3.6) and (3.8), which will achieve this goal. We observe that since M""" is constructed out of T"", it suffices to find a set of boundary conditions for which nuTu~0 on S.
We have, from (3.9), There are only two ways for this to vanish. Either the coefficients of n" and s " p must separately vanish, which is precisely the content of (3.6) and (3.8), or else we must have ds n& 8" = ds n&4" -ds n& g", (3.12} where ds is the surface element on the (n -1)-dimensional surfaces R"R"and S. For the conserved currents of (3.9) and (3.10) it is easily shown that n"4" = 0 on S with the aid of the boundary condition (3.8) Since the field inside the bag is massless, it is convenient to work with light-cone variables:
Using light-cone variables, the metric tensor is off-diagonal g' =g '=-1, g" =g =0. We shall denote derivatives with respect to T by dots:
Inserting this and using the explicit form of g, and the condition n"n" = 1, we find n"T" "=0 if and only if P' = 2B. [note the difference in sign from (3.6)]. Furthermore, since the gradient of P is normal to S, we deduce that p is constant on S; for convenience, . we choose this constant to be zero: /=0 on S.
(3.14b)
In Sec. V we shall discuss an alternative derivation of these boundary conditions, in which the choice ft) =0 will emerge naturally.
Because of the similarity with electrodynamics, we shall refer to the set (3.6)-(3.8) as Neumann boundary conditions, and (3.14) as Dirichlet bound- The boundary conditions may be rewritten in terms of f(7) and g(x):
where we have differentiated (3.15c) to obtain (3.17b). p~p(c,(7) -c, (7) 
The constants L"( hi whcare the generators of the conformal group in two dimensions) are defined by g(c) -=g(x{c)).
(3.20)
x(c) will be determined from the inverse of (3.19) and initial condition c(x,(0))=0, where p is a constant to be specified later. 
. The boundaries of the bag are o,(7) -= c(x,(v)). When described in terms of 0, the boundary motion~ll be quite simple.
When we transform to c as independent variable (3.17a) .and (3.17b) become
The constants of motion are related to the explicit solution (3.24)-(3 26). {x(r),Hj"= -" dg From (3.38b) we expect x(r) to be canonically conjugate to I" {q., q.j ={)w. , u.j"=0, it is easy to verify Hamilton's equations, P"(r) ={p"(r),Bj", q"(r) = {q"(7), Ifj» .
(3.34)
The fields g(a) and x(o} depend explicitly on 7 as well as on the dynamical variables q"(r) and p"(r). where m' is the mass-squared operator of (3.45).
Finally we may construct the commutators of the following fields:
Note that all of these are periodic in the intervals which define the bag. In other words, the quantum mechanics we have generated is appropriate to a series of linked bags rather than a single bag. - ( Note that in the massless case, the axial-vector current gy "y, g is locally conserved. However, we have n"gy "y,p=ipy, g on the surface which does not necessarily vanish. The symmetry generated by the axial charge will be broken by the boundary conditions. This is related to the fact that in stating the boundary conditions (5.3a) and (5.3b) we have established a convention regarding the intrinsic parity of the fermion field. The field g' = y, P, which has opposite intrinsic parity to g, would satisfy the boundary conditions with the opposite sign:
in"y "y'=-y', To derive the boundary conditions, we begin with a field g defined over all space-time, but with different masses inside and outside the bag": on the surface. What we require, and what will be the major objective of the calculation which follows is the term of order 1/M on the left-hand side of (5.14b). This term will provide us with a nontrivial boundary condition involving B to replace the naive result (5.2).
We begin with the following ansatz for the exterior solution:
+a=4'ne '~( 5.15)
Here n labels the Dirac components. The specification of 4 in terms of C and j is made precise by the further requirement that j be independent of M. 
, 'i@~"P-'4'= 4'"-(i/ 1)n"- The last equality follows from differentiating 8&jB"j = l. We rewrite (5.14b) using (5.13b): myy+B= , 'i(%II4 C-jiC}- 
is the most general solution inside.
If we denote the ends of the bag by x,(r) and x,(7), we easily obtain the following equations for the components of s"j(-=n"):~= --,for x=x,(7). [g",g"]=(n )mg"-, +~5"(n' -n), (5.55) [Z",b. J= -(m+ -. 'n) b. ,".
We observe the striking similarity in the forms of x(o) for the scalar and fermion cases. D-1968, 1965 (unpublished) and D-2569, 1966 (unpublished) We derive the boundary conditions satisfied by a boson field in the theory of hadron "bags. "
The scattering problem, the fission problem, and the fusion problem in this theory of one spatial dimension are discussed.
I~INTRODUCTION
In the preceding paper, Chodos, Jaffe, Johnson, Thorn, and Weisskopf' (CJJ TW) proposed a very interesting model for the structure of hadrons. They assume that hadron fields are contained inside a "bag" which has a constant, positive potential energy density B. By requiring that the action of this Lagrangian be an extremum, they obtain the field equations inside the bag and the conditions satisfied by the wave functions at the boundary.
These equations also determine the location of the boundary.
Their boundary conditions do not require the field to vanish at the boundary. This seems to lead to difficulties when two hadron bags scatter from each other. In CJJTW troubles with boundary conditions are already encountered in the fermion case, and are solved by introducing an outside field with large mass. In this paper we propose to apply the same treatment to the boson case.
It is found that this procedure leads to a different
